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The lowest triplet excited states of (2-substituted) 10-methylphenothiazine were found to be quenched by
various electron acceptors in polar solvents such as 2-propanol and acetonitrile through electron transfer
(ET). The transient absorption and time-resolved EPR spectra indicated that the radical cation of the
phenothiazine and radical anions of the acceptors were formed as the ET products in moderate to high yields.
These free radical ions were formed via two types of intermediates, (i) a triplet contact radical ion pair (3CRIP)
or a triplet exciplex (3Ex*) and (ii) a triplet solvent-separated radical ion pair (3SSRIP). In the quenching by
the Br-substituted acceptors, a large fraction of3CRIP (or3Ex*) was deactivated to the singlet ground states
due to the breakdown of the spin-forbiddance by strong spin-orbit coupling. On the other hand,3CRIP (or
3Ex*) containing no heavy atom was mainly transformed into3SSRIP by solvation.3SSRIP decayed through
either the separation to free ions or the triplet-singlet conversion followed by the spin-allowed backward ET
to the ground states. The backward ET rates of1SSRIPs were estimated to beg109 s-1, even when the
reaction fell into the deeply inverted region. In 2-propanol, the free ion yields were affected by magnetic
fields. The magnitudes of magnetically induced changes strongly depended on the polarity and viscosity of
solvents, suggesting that the separation rate of SSRIP should be a crucial factor determining the field dependence
of the free ion yields.

1. Introduction

Electron transfer (ET) is an elementary reaction of great
importance in chemistry as well as biochemistry.1 Especially,
photoinduced ET is one of the most active fields in ET
chemistry. Since the end of 1980s, mechanisms of photoinduced
intermolecular ET between aromatic donors and acceptors in
solution have been unraveled by means of picosecond transient
absorption and emission spectroscopy.2-9 Two kinds of radical
ion pairs (RIPs) with different distances between the charged
centers were characterized as the intermediates of these reac-
tions, and their decay dynamics were elucidated. A simplified
description of the reaction pathways from singlet precursors is
shown in Scheme 1A. On encounter of the lowest singlet excited
(S1) state of a donor (1D*) and an acceptor (A) in the ground
(S0) state, an electron is transferred from1D* to A to give a
contact radical ion pair (1CRIP) (process A). In polar solvents,
1CRIP is transformed into a solvent-separated radical ion pair
(1SSRIP) (process B), where D•+ and A•- are separated from
each other by intervening solvent molecules. Further separation
of D•+ and A•- to the bulk of solution gives free ions (process
G). In competition with the free ion formation, backward ET
within 1CRIP (process C) and/or1SSRIP (process F) regenerates
the S0 states of D and A. Depending on properties of reactants
as well as solvents, several variations of this scheme are

available. In some cases partial charge-transfer, instead of full
ET, may take place to give an exciplex (1Ex*), which has a
mixed character of the localized excited state and the RIP state.
1Ex* decays through several processes such as complete charge
separation,10 deactivation to the S0 states, and chemical reactions
other than ET. In other cases, long-distance ET may directly
generate1SSRIP without intermediacy of1CRIP (process D).

As for ET reactions involving excited triplet states of
chromophores, quite similar reaction pathways can be postulated,
as shown in Scheme 1B. A distinctive feature of ET from triplet
precursors is that the charge recombination processes from triplet
intermediates (3Ex*, 3CRIP, and3SSRIP) to give the S0 states
are spin-forbidden. Only when strong spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) exists are these deactivation channels practically opened
(process c). Because of such spin selectivity, the free ion yields
and the decay kinetics of the intermediates may be quite different
from those for reactions originated from singlet precursors. So
far, reduction of the T1 states of benzophenones11 and
quinones12-14 through ET or partial charge-transfer from amines
and aromatic donors has been studied by many researchers, and
formation of radical ion pairs has been observed in polar
solvents. However, this type of reaction is sometimes compli-
cated due to competing hydrogen atom transfer, proton-transfer
coupled with ET, and subsequent proton transfer within radical
ion pairs. Studies on ET reactions with other triplet precursors
are rather limited.15-17 Recently, Sakaguchi and Hayashi
reported that 10-methylphenothiazine (MPTZ) in the T1 state
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donates an electron to 1,4-dicyanobenzene (p-DCNB) in 2-pro-
panol (2-PrOH).18 They investigated magnetic field effects
(MFEs) on the yields of free radical ions and showed that the
spin conversion of radical ion pair [MPTZ•+ p-DCNB•-] was
affected by magnetic fields. Their results on the MFEs suggest
that the precursor of the free ions should be SSRIP, but detailed
pathways to give SSRIP are not elucidated.

The aims of this study are (i) to verify the applicability of
Scheme 1B to the ET reactions from3MPTZ* to acceptors such
asp-DCNB in polar solvents, (ii) to estimate the rate constant
of each process in 2-PrOH, which is a solvent often used in
studies on MFEs,19 and (iii) to clarify similarities and differences
in mechanisms and kinetics between intermolecular ET reactions
with singlet and triplet precursors (Scheme 1A vs 1B). For this
purpose, we have studied the photoinduced ET reactions of (2-
substituted) 10-methylphenothiazines, (2-X)MPTZ, with various
electron acceptors shown in Chart 1 by nanosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy. These donors and acceptors were
selected so that a wide range of free energy changes were
covered without a large difference in molecular size or shape.
Effects of magnetic fields on free ion yields, free energy changes
accompanying forward and backward ET, heavy atoms, and
solvents have been examined. The experimental results have

indicated that both CRIP and SSRIP should be formed, which
is consistent with Scheme 1B. From analyses of the MFEs and
several theoretical expressions, the rate constants of the decay
processes have been estimated.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Quenching of3(2-X)MPTZ* by Electron Acceptors.
Figure 1 shows transient absorption spectra on excitation of
2-MeOMPTZ in the presence of TCNB (5× 10-4 M) in 2-PrOH
with a 355 nm laser pulse. Immediately after excitation, a broad
absorption band was observed at 485 nm. This band was
assigned to the T-T absorption of 2-MeOMPTZ, because its
shape was quite similar to that of the T-T absorption band
(λmax ) 465 nm)18 of MPTZ, although theλmax value of the
former was shifted to the red by 20 nm compared with that of
the latter. The T-T absorption decayed within 1µs with

SCHEME 1: Reaction Pathways in ET Reactions of
Excited Donor (D*) with an Acceptor (A)a

a Arrows indicate A and a, ET at a contact distance; B and b,
solvation; B′ and b′, collapse to CRIP; C and c, deactivation of Ex* or
backward ET of CRIP; D and d, long-distance ET; e, T-S conversion;
F, backward ET of1SSRIP; G and g, separation to free ions; H and h,
association of free ions.

CHART 1

Figure 1. Transient absorption spectra of the 2-PrOH solution of
2-MeOMPTZ (7× 10-4 M) and TCNB (5× 10-4 M) at 35 ns (solid
line) and 1µs (dotted line) after excitation at 355 nm.
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concomitant growth of new bands at 575 and 465 nm. The
spectrum recorded at 1µs after excitation (Figure 1, dotted line)
was ascribed to a superposition of the absorption spectra due
to 2-MeOMPTZ•+ (λmax ) 576 and 425 (shoulder) nm in CH2-
Cl2) and TCNB•- (λmax ) 462, 436, 414, 375, and 353 nm in
MeCN). This spectral change indicates that an electron was
transferred from3(2-MeO)MPTZ* to TCNB. Occurrence of ET
from 3D* to A was also observed by the transient spectra for
other combinations of D and A listed in Table 1.

To clarify the relationship between the quenching rate
constant (kq) and the free energy change (∆GET) accompanying
the forward ET, we determined thekq values from the Stern-
Volmer plots. The observedkq values are listed in Table 1. The
∆GET value is given by20

where Ered(A) and Eox(D) are the half-wave potentials of
reduction of A and of oxidation of D in the ground state,21

respectively, andET is the triplet excitation energy of D. The
ET value reported for MPTZ (2.64 eV22) was used for all the
donors, because the phosphorescence spectra of 2-MeOMPTZ
and 2-ClMPTZ recorded at 77 K in a 1:1 mixture of 2-PrOH
and EtOH were quite similar to that of MPTZ. The separation
distance between D•+ and A•- in SSRIP (RAD) was assumed to
be 8 Å.23 The forward ET was exergonic for any reactions
investigated with the∆GET value ranging from-1.42 to-0.22
eV, as shown in Table 1. Thekq value tended to increase with
decreasing∆GET, approaching the diffusion-limited value (kd).
Such ∆GET dependence ofkq has often been observed in
bimolecular ET and interpreted by the Rehm-Weller relation-
ship.20 When the concentration of A was 1× 10-3 M (the
standard condition of our experiments), the lifetime of3D* was
shorter than ca. 280 ns, and more than 95% of3D* was
quenched by A.

Figure 2 shows the time profiles of the transient absorbance,
which we refer to asA(t) curves herein, for the reaction of
3MPTZ* with o-DCNB monitored at 520 nm. At this wavelength
both 3MPTZ* (ε520 ) 5.3 × 103 M-1 cm-1) and MPTZ•+

(ε520 ) 9.2 × 103 M-1 cm-1) absorb light, whileo-DCNB•-

shows no significant absorption. TheA520(t) curve was composed
of an initial rise (0< t < ca. 200 ns) and a decay afterward. At
a microsecond time region (1µs < t < 8 µs), the decay of
A520(t) obeyed a second-order kinetics, corresponding to bimo-
lecular backward ET between free MPTZ•+ and o-DCNB•-.
Similar A(t) curves were observed for other reactions between
3D* and A. These features of theA(t) curves indicate that

lifetimes of any postulated intermediates (3Ex*, 3CRIP, and
SSRIP) are much shorter than the decay time of3D* (170-
280 ns) under the experimental conditions employed and that
formation of free ions has been completed within 1µs. Although
the absolute values of the rate constants for the decay processes
of these intermediates cannot be determined, the free ion yield
(ΦFI) defined by eq 2 is likely to reflect the relative magnitudes
of these rates.

The denominator of eq 2 was obtained as [no. of3D* generated
by excitation]× kq[A]/( τT

-1 + kq[A]), where τT is the decay
rate of3D* in the absence of A (see Experimental Section).

The ΦFI values obtained for the reactions between3D* and
A in 2-PrOH and MeCN are listed in Table 1. In 2-PrOH, the
ΦFI values were greater than 0.5 and tended to increase with
increase in∆GET, but this correlation was not so clear. In MeCN,
which has a higher dielectric constant and a lower viscosity
than 2-PrOH, theΦFI values were higher than the corresponding
values observed in 2-PrOH and close to unity. It is noteworthy
that theΦFI values for these reactions in 2-PrOH and MeCN
were much higher than those reported for similar charge-
separation type ET reactions with singlet precursors in MeCN.2-6

In most cases with singlet precursors, theΦFI values were
reported to be less than 0.2. Only for the reactions where the
backward ET was extremely exergonic (∆GBET e ca.-2.7 eV)
were relatively high values ofΦFI (0.6-0.8) attained.4a On the
other hand, for ET to the T1 state of benzophenone from 1,2-

TABLE 1: Quenching Rate Constants (kq), Free Energy Changes (∆GET, ∆GBET), Free Ion Yields at 0 T (ΦFI), and MFEs for
the Reactions of3(2-X)MPTZ* ( 3D*) with the Acceptors (A) in 2-PrOH at 293 K

run D A kq
a ∆GET

b ∆GBET
b ΦFI

c R(B)max

am/
(1 - â)d

1 2-MeOMPTZ TCNB 6.2 -1.42 -1.22 0.52 1.04 0.95
2 MPTZ TCNB 6.3 -1.35 -1.29 0.55 (0.93) 1.06 1.04
3 MPTZ F4DCNB 5.9 -1.00 -1.64 0.66 (0.96) 1.07e 0.99
4 MPTZ F4DMTP 4.3 -0.64 -2.00 NAg 1.09 NAh

5 MPTZ p-DCNB 4.6 -0.39 -2.25 0.71 (0.93) 1.07e 1.20
6 MPTZ MeCNBz 3.9 -0.36 -2.28 0.65i 1.09 1.23
7 MPTZ o-DCNB 4.3 -0.33 -2.31 0.63 (0.90) 1.09 1.10
8 MPTZ DMTP 3.4 -0.32 -2.32 NAg 1.13 1.53
8′ MPTZ-d3 DMTP-d10 f -0.32 -2.32 NAg 1.05 f
9 2-ClMPTZ p-DCNB f -0.31 -2.33 0.75 (0.97) 1.08 1.00

10 2-MeOMPTZ m-DCNB 3.5 -0.22 -2.42 0.77 1.10 1.30

a Unit ) 109 M-1 s-1. b Unit ) eV. c The estimated error is(0.05. The values in parentheses are obtained in MeCN.d Unit ) 10-5 s1/2. e Reference
18. f Not determined.g Not available due to the overlap of the absorption spectra of D•+ and A•-. h Not available due to lack of theg-factor of A•-.
i Reference 44b.

∆GET ) -Ered(A) + Eox(D) - e2/(4πε0εrRAD) - EΤ (1)

Figure 2. Time profiles of the transient absorbance at 520 nm for the
reaction of MPTZ witho-DCNB in 2-PrOH under various magnetic
fields.

ΦFI ≡ [no. of free D•+ formed]/

[total no. of3D* quenched by A] (2)
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diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, theΦFI value was reported to be
unity.24 For ET to the T1 states of C60 derivatives fromN,N-
dimethylaniline in benzonitrile, theΦFI values were also unity.17a

ΦFI values for reactions with triplet precursors higher than those
with singlet ones are ascribed to the fact that both the
deactivation of3CRIP or 3Ex* to the ground states and the
geminate backward ET within3SSRIP are spin-forbidden, as
was mentioned in Introduction. Thus, the spin multiplicity of
the precursor can affect theΦFI value through the decay
dynamics of CRIP (or Ex*) and of SSRIP. Assuming that
formation of SSRIP from CRIP (or Ex*) is practically irrevers-
ible (process b in Scheme 1B),25 we can presentΦFI by

The efficiency of SSRIP formation (φSSRIP) is determined by
the competition between the processes b and c and the
contribution from the long-distance ET (process d). The
efficiency of separation to free ions from SSRIP (φsep) is
determined by the interplay of the spin conversion (process e),
separation to free ions (processes g and G), and backward ET
from 1SSRIP (process F). The following sections describe the
magnetic field effects,∆GBET dependence, solvent effects, and
heavy atom effects ofφSSRIPandφsep.

2.2. MFEs on Free Ion Yields.According to the theory on
the radical pair mechanisms of MFEs, magnetic fields can alter
the efficiency of spin conversion for remote radical pairs (RPs)
but not for contact RPs.26,27In remote RPs, the nearly degenerate
singlet (S) and triplet (T) states can be interconverted due to
the isotropic hyperfine coupling (HFC) and Zeeman interactions,
while the S-T conversion for contact RPs is prohibited by large
magnitude of exchange interaction (|J|). Because theRAD value
is considered to be 7-8 Å in SSRIP, this intermediate
corresponds to a remote RP. On the other hand, CRIP, where
D•+ and A•- are located with van der Waals contact (RAD ∼ 4
Å), corresponds to a contact RP. Thus, only the S-T conversion
of SSRIP (process e in Scheme 1B) can be affected by magnetic
fields. In other words,φsep is dependent on the magnetic field
strength (B), while φSSRIP is independent ofB.

To clarify theB dependence ofφsep, we examined MFEs on
ΦFI for the reactions listed in Table 1 in 2-PrOH in a field range
of 0-10 T. Figure 2 shows theA(t) curves for run 7 at different
B’s. TheΦFI values atB ) 0.2 and 10 T were higher and lower,
respectively, thanΦFI (0 T). To represent the magnitude of
MFEs onΦFI, we use the ratio of transient absorbance in the
presence and absence of the magnetic field,R(B) ) A (1 µs,
B)/A (1 µs, 0 T), which can be regarded as the ratio ofφsep-
(B)/φsep(0 T). Typical plots ofR(B) vs B1/2 are shown in Figure
3. The R(B) vs B1/2 plots for runs 1-10 exhibited common
features. EachR(B) value steeply increased with increasingB
from 0 to ca. 0.1 T to reach a maximum,R(B)max, and was
almost constant atB ) 0.1-0.5 T. TheR(B)max value was ca.
1.1 or less in any cases as shown in Table 1. TheR(B) value
decreased with increase inB from 0.5 to 10 T showing linear
relationship withB1/2. The observedR(10 T) values were 0.86-
0.94.

The observed increase inR(B) with increasingB from 0 to
0.2 T can be explained by the hyperfine coupling mechanism
(HFCM).26 The HFC-induced T-S conversion rate of RP,kHFC,

is estimated from the effective HFC of the component radicals,
|AHFC| ()[Σiai

2Ii(Ii + 1)]1/2).28,29

The |AHFC(MPTZ•+)| value of 1.58 mT18 is much larger than
the |AHFC| value (0.28-0.62 mT) of A•- whose HFC values
are available. It is likely that the|AHFC| values of 2-MeOMPTZ•+

and 2-ClMPTZ•+ are almost the same as or slightly smaller than
that of MPTZ•+. For the reactions listed in Table 1, thekHFC

values estimated by eq 4 fall within a range of (1.16-1.21)×
108 s-1 except for run 8′. Thus, the similarity in theB
dependence ofR(B) at B ) 0-0.1 T among these reactions is
consistent with the similarity inkHFC for these SSRIPs.

For runs 8 and 8′, theA520(t) curves were measured for the
sample solutions having identical absorbance at 355 nm on
excitation with an identical laser intensity. The ratios ofA520-
(run 8′; 1 µs)/A520(run 8; 1 µs) were 1.06 and 1.03 atB ) 0
and 0.1 T, respectively. The largerΦFI value for run 8′ than
that for run 8 is ascribed to a smallerkHFC value (0.96× 108

s-1) of the former reaction than the value (1.21× 108 s-1) of
the latter one. At fields much higher than the effective HFC
values (B . |AHFC|), only the T0 state of 3SSRIP can be
converted to1SSRIP, while the T(1 states exclusively give free
ions. As a result, the difference inΦFI between runs 8 and 8′
decreases. These deuterium effects confirmed that the T-S
conversion of SSRIP is induced mainly by the isotropic HFC
interactions at low fields (B e 0.1 T).

The linear relationship betweenR(B) and B1/2 observed at
B ) 0.5-10 T is characteristic of MFEs due to the∆g
mechanism (∆gM). Theoretically, the relative MFE (Y∆gM) on
the escaped radical yield from3RP due to the∆gM is expressed
as follows.18

Here, R, m, and â are parameters of the Noyes’ reencounter
function,31 and∆g is the difference in the isotropicg-factors of
the component radicals. In the Noyes’ function,R (0 e R e 1)
is the recombination probability of1RP, andâ (0.5e â < 1) is
the total probability of at least one encounter of two radicals
that separated from a nonreactive encounter.32 As was pointed
out by Kaptein,31b â becomes larger (closer to unity) when the
viscosity increases.m is expressed by the quantities relevant to
the relative diffusive motion and inversely proportional to square
root of the frequency of the mutual displacement.33 To eliminate

Figure 3. R(B) vs B1/2 plots for the reaction of MPTZ witho-DCNB
in 2-PrOH at 293 K.

kHFC ) πgµBB1/2/h (4a)

B1/2 ) 2[|AHFC(1)|2 + |AHFC(2)|2]/[ |AHFC(1)| + |AHFC(2)|]
(4b)

Y∆gM(B) - 1 ) -1/3[Rm/(1-â)](π∆gµBB/2)1/2 (5)

ΦFI ) φSSRIPφsep (3a)

φSSRIP≡ [no. of geminate3SSRIP formed]/

[total no. of3D* quenched by A] (3b)

φsep≡ [no. of free D•+ formed]/

[no. of geminate3SSRIP formed] (3c)
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the contribution of HFCM toR(B) values, we convertedR(B)
to Y∆gM (B) using the relation,Y∆gM (B) ) R(B)/Rcalcd(Bf0.1
T). Here Rcalcd(Bf0.1 T) is the extrapolatedR(0.1 T) value
calculated by the equation representing the least-squares fitted
straight line of R(B) vs B1/2 plots (B ) 0.5-10 T). This
procedure had also been used in the previous study.18 The
obtained values ofRm/(1 - â) are given in Table 1. Recently,
Wakasa et al. reported that the MFEs on the escaped radical
yields due to the∆gM were saturated atB g 20 T for the
reactions involving with a neutral RP in alcoholic solvents.34

In their case, theR(B) vs B1/2 plots started to deviate upward of
the straight lines atB ∼ 4 T (R(4T) ) 0.79), approaching the
theoretically predicted asymptotic value of2/3. In the present
case, theR(B) vs B1/2 plots were still linearly decreasing at
B ) 10 T, and theY∆gM(10 T) values (0.78-0.84) were larger
than2/3. Saturation behavior might be observed at much higher
fields, since the∆g values of the present SSRIPs (0.0016-
0.0027) are smaller than that of the RP in their study (0.0055).

The results of the MFEs give some information on the rate
constants,ksep andkBET. The observation of MFEs due to the
HFCM suggests thatksepshould be comparable withkHFC. The
Tachiya’s relation35,36 gives a separation rate (ksep) of 0.9 ×
108 s-1 for SSRIP consisting of D•+ of a radius of 3.5 Å and
A•- of a radius of 3.0 Å with anRAD value of 8 Å in 2-PrOH
at 293 K (see section 2.5). Thisksepvalue is the same order of
magnitude as the estimatedkHFC value (1.2× 108 s-1). On the
other hand, the observation of MFEs due to the∆gM suggests
that kBET should be comparable to or larger than the S-T0

conversion rate,kST0(B), given by

Here, k∆g(B) is the rate of S-T0 conversion induced by the
isotropic Zeeman interaction. For D•+-A•- pairs listed in Table
1, thekST0(10 T) values are calculated to be (0.7-1.3) × 109

s-1. Thus, thekBET ones are estimated to be of the order of 109

s-1 or higher.
If ksep or kBET varies for the various SSRIPs, it is expected

that the magnitudes of MFEs are different from each other. The
R(B)max andRm/(1 - â) values can be used as the measures of
the magnitudes of MFEs due to the HFCM and∆gM,
respectively. AlthoughR(B)max depends onkHFC, thekHFC values
for the present series of SSRIPs (runs 1-10 except for run 8′)
are almost the same. TheRm/(1 - â) value is independent of
∆g, as seen in eq 5. Comparison ofR(B)max and Rm/(1 - â)
values among runs 1-10 shows the following features: (i) There
is a tendency that the largerR(B)max is, the largerRm/(1 - â)
is. (ii) Among these reactions, the differences in eitherR(B)max

or Rm/(1 - â) are not so large in comparison with the
experimental errors,(0.01 for the former or(10% for the latter.
(iii) The magnitude of MFEs exhibits no clear correlation with
∆GET or ∆GBET. (iv) The reactions of the esters such as F4-
DMTP, MeCNBz, and DMTP show somewhat larger MFEs than
those of the nitriles. Feature (i) is understood as follows: For
large MFEs to be observed, it is the common requirement for
both the HFCM and the∆gM that a significant fraction of the
geminate3SSRIP should not separate to free ions but undergo
backward ET through1SSRIP. Features (ii) and (iii) may be
unexpected results. The parameterR, which is determined by
the competition between backward ET (process F) and separa-
tion (process G) of1SSRIP, increases with increase inkBET and
approaches unity. As will be discussed in section 2.4,kBET is
expected to exhibit a characteristic bell-shaped∆GBET depen-
dence and to vary by about one order among the present series

of 1SSRIPs. A plausible explanation for the lack of correlation
betweenRm/(1 - â) and∆GBET is as follows. If the backward
ET of 1SSRIP is much faster than the separation and the
conversion to3SSRIP (kBET . kST0(B), ksep) in any case,R is
close to unity, and no significant difference is observed.
Alternatively, variation ofm and/orâ may make the∆GBET

dependence ofR obscure. Indeed, feature (iv) may be understood
in terms of the difference inm and/orâ. In the radical anions
of the esters, the oxygen atoms are probably more negatively
charged than the cyano groups in the nitrile radical anions. The
substituents with high charge densities may cause strong
interactions with the polar solvent molecules. The slower
diffusion of either of the component radicals corresponds to
the smallerm and the largerâ in the Noyes’ expression, which
gives the largerRm/(1 - â) value.

2.3. MFEs on Decay Rates of Free Ions.As was mentioned
in section 2.1, the free ions’ decay obeyed second-order kinetics
in the microsecond time region. The apparent bimolecular decay
rates,k2, were determined to be (1.0-1.9)× 1010 M-1 s-1 at 0
T in 2-PrOH at 293 K. However, understanding of the meaning
of k2 is not straightforward. As is shown in Scheme 1B, the
association of free D•+ and A•- (processes h and H) is regarded
as the reverse process of the separation of SSRIP to free ions.16b

The approximate value ofkassocbetween D•+ and A•- at zero
ionic strength is obtained as37

Here,rC ()e2/4πε0εrkT) is the Onsager distance, andRET is the
reaction radius for the ET reaction between the corresponding
3D* and A. From the relationship betweenkq and∆GET shown
in Table 1,kd is estimated to beg6.3× 109 M-1 s-1. With RET

values of 4 Å (RAD in CRIP) and 8 Å (RAD in SSRIP), eq 7
gives kassoc values of 4.4× 1010 and 2.2× 1010 M-1 s-1,
respectively. The observedk2 values are lower than the estimated
kassoc value, which is at least partially ascribed to the spin
selectivity of backward ET.

At random encounter of free radical ions, both3SSRIP and
1SSRIP are formed in a statistical ratio of 3:1. The behavior of
3SSRIP formed by process h should be the same as that of
geminate3SSRIP, which is formed through the process b and/
or process d. Namely,φsepfraction of3SSRIP separates to give
free ions, while the remaining part (1- φsep) disappears through
the T-S conversion followed by backward ET. On the other
hand, most of the1SSRIP formed through process H decays
through backward ET becausekBET > kST0, ksep. The observed
k2 value contains a contribution from both1SSRIP formed
through process H and3SSRIP formed through process h.
However, the observed MFEs onk2 predominantly result from
B-dependent behavior of3SSRIP, because3SSRIP has a larger
initial population and a longer lifetime than1SSRIP. Accord-
ingly, it is predicted that thek2 value will exhibit MFE reflecting
theB dependence of the separation efficiency of3SSRIP (φsep).
A theoretical study by Werner et al. dealt with MFEs on
bimolecular reactions between free radicals more quantita-
tively.38 So far, only a few experimental works have been
reported for MFEs on such reactions.18,39 We examinedB
dependence ofk2 for the same reactions as the investigation of
MFEs onΦFI. Figure 4 shows thek2(B) vs B1/2 plots for the
reaction of MPTZ•+ with TCNB•- (run 2) in 2-PrOH. Thek2

value decreased with increasingB from 0 to 0.5 T, while it
increased withB from 1 to 10 T up to ca. 1.2-fold ofk2(0 T).
This B dependence ofk2 is quite similar to that ofR(B) (Figure
3), which agrees with the above prediction.

kST0(B) ) kHFC + k∆g(B) ) kHFC + π∆gµBB/h (6)

kassoc) kdrC/RET (7)
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2.4. Energy Gap Dependence of Backward ET Rates.
According to the Marcus theory,40 a nonadiabatic ET rate is
expressed by

Here, λ is the total reorganization energy, which consists of
the outer-sphere contribution (λout) and the energy associated
with the intramolecular reorganization (λin). V denotes the
electronic coupling matrix element. Equation 8 means thatkM

is maximized at-∆G ) λ and decreases as∆G goes farther
from this point in both the normal (-∆G < λ) and inverted
(-∆G > λ) regions. Although the evaluation of the absolute
kM values requires the knowledge ofV, the relative magnitudes
of kM within a series of donor-acceptor pairs can be estimated
if λ is known. Recently, Kobori et al. proposed a new method
to estimateλ for backward ET of SSRIP.41 According to the
perturbation theory, the exchange integral (J) of RIP is related
to ∆GBET by42

The signs ofJ for SSRIPs can be determined from the phases
of multiplet effect of chemically induced dynamic electron
polarization (CIDEP) due to the radical pair mechanism, if the
spin multiplicities of the reaction precursors are known.43 They
estimatedλ accompanying the backward ET to be ca. 1.8 eV
for SSRIPs consisting of MPTZ•+ and A•- in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), where A•- was the radical anion of the aromatic
electron acceptor such as TCNB andp-DCNB. We measured
CIDEP spectra for the reactions listed in Table 244 and estimated
the λ value to be 1.5-1.6 eV in 2-PrOH. With a dielectric
continuum model,λout is obtained by40

wheren is the refractive index of the solvent. For SSRIP with
anRAD value of 8 Å,λout was calculated to be 1.27 eV in 2-PrOH
at 293 K. Theλin values were estimated to be 0.2 and 0.1 eV
for MPTZ0/•+ and p-DCNB0/•- (as a representative of A0/•-),
respectively, by the method of Nelsen45 based on AM146

calculations. Theλ ()λout + λin) value was calculated to be
1.57 eV, which agreed with the above value obtained from the
CIDEP experiments.

Thus, the backward ET for runs 1-10 in Table 1 covered
from the normal to inverted regions. The magnitude ofV has
been reported to be (1.2-5) × 10-3 eV (10-40 cm-1) for
typical backward ET within SSRIPs consisting of aromatic
radical ions.3-5 Equation 8 with this range ofV and the estimated
value ofλ (1.6 eV) gives a maximum rate (kmax

M ) of 2 × 1010 -
3 × 1011 s-1. This classical formula, however, predicts thatkBET

for run 10 will be reduced to about 1/50 ofkmax
M , which may be

smaller than the value estimated in section 2.2. Alternatively,
in the semiclassical expression by Bixon and Jortner,47 the k
value in the inverted region decreases less steeply than predicted
by eq 8. By this semiclassical expression withλout ) 1.27 eV,
λin ) 0.3 eV, and a typical value of 1500 cm-1 for the average
energy of the high-frequency intramolecular vibrational modes,
the maximum value (kmax

BJ ) is predicted to be by ca. 20% larger
thankmax

M and thekBET value for run 10 to be about one-tenth of
kmax

BJ . Experimentally obtainedkBET values of 109 -1010 s-1

were reported for backward ET reactions in the deeply inverted
region (∆GBET ) -(2.0-2.3) eV).3b,d,4a,6bFrom these facts, the
kBET values for the reactions in Table 1 are estimated to be of
the order of 109 to 1011 s-1, which are larger thanksep(9 × 107

s-1) andkST0(B) (1.1× 109 s-1 at 10 T). This result is consistent
with the qualitative consideration described in section 2.2.

2.5. Solvent Effects on MFEs.As was demonstrated in the
previous sections,∆GBET hardly affected on the magnitude of
MFEs in the present reactions. Next, we examined the effects
of solvent on the MFEs for the reaction with3MPTZ* with
p-DCNB. Table 3 shows that bothR(B)max and Rm/(1 - â)
increased with increase in viscosity (η) and decrease in dielectric
constant (εr) from MeCN to 1-BuOH. With the change of
solvent,R(B)max andRm/(1 - â) varied more largely than with
the different reactions in 2-PrOH (Table 1). To elucidate the
origin of the solvent effects on MFEs, we must consider how
the solvent properties affect the rate constantskHFC, k∆g, kBET,
and ksep. First, the S-T conversion rates,kHFC and k∆g, are
independent of the solvent properties, because the|AHFC| and
g-factors of MPTZ•+ andp-DCNB•- are likely almost the same
in all the solvents in Table 3. Second, the change inεr alters
kBET through∆GBET and λout (see eqs 1, 8, and 10). With an
increase inεr from 1-BuOH to MeCN,∆GBET slightly (by less

Figure 4. k2 vs B1/2 plots for the reaction of MPTZ•+ with TCNB•- in
2-PrOH at 293 K.

TABLE 2: Free Energy Changes of Backward ET (∆GBET),
Phases of CIDEP, and Signs ofJ for SSRIPs Composed of
MPTZ •+ and A•- in 2-PrOH at 293 K

A ∆GBET /eV CIDEP phase sign ofJ

TCNB -1.29 E/Aa negative
PI -1.49 E*/Ab negative
F4DCNB -1.64 A/Ec positive
F4DMTP -2.00 A/E positive
p-DCNB -2.25 A/E positive
MeCNBz -2.28 A/E positive
DMTP -2.32 A/E positive

a Emission in the low field and absorption in the high field.b The
emissive signal was stronger than the absorptive one.c Absorption in
the low field and emission in the high field.

TABLE 3: Viscosity (η), Dielectric Constants (Er) of Various
Solvents, Free Ion Yields (ΦFI), Calculated Separation Rates
(kSep), MFEs for the Reaction of 3MPTZ* with p-DCNB at
293 K

solvent η/cPa εr
a

ksep/
108 s-1 ΦFI(0 T) R(B)max

Rm/
(1 - â)b

MeCN 0.37 36.64 18 0.93 1.03 0.49
MeOH 0.61 33.0 9.5 0.93 1.05 c
EtOH 1.19 25.3 3.1 0.85 1.06 0.78
2-PrOH 2.20 20.18 1.0 0.71 1.07 1.20
1-BuOH 2.95 17.84 0.53 0.56 1.14 1.24
C6H6-DMSOd NAe NAe NAe c 1.15 1.51

a Reference 63.b Unit 10-5 s1/2. c Not measured.d Reference 18.e Not
available.

kM ) (4π2 / h)V2 (4πλkT)-1/2 exp[- (∆G + λ)2/4λkT] (8)

J ≈ -V2/(λ + ∆GBET) (9)

λout ) e2/(8πε0)(1/rA + 1/rD - 2/RAD)(1/n2 - 1/εr) (10)
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than 0.08 eV) increases,λout increases by 0.19 eV, and as a
result kBET increases. As was described in section 2.2, the
increase inkBET could enhance the MFEs. However, the
observed solvent effect is opposite, indicating that the variation
in kBET among these solvents has no substantial effect on the
magnitude of MFEs. This is similar situation to the lack of
∆GBET dependence for the reactions in 2-PrOH.

Thus, kHFC, k∆g, and kBET are not important factors of the
observed solvent effects. On the other hand,ksep significantly
depends onη andεr of the solvent. Several experimental studies
have reported thatksepvalues are (0.5-2) × 109 s-1 for SSRIPs
composed of univalent aromatic radical ions in MeCN.48 For
the other solvents, experimental data are not available. Accord-
ing to the theory of Sano and Tachiya,ksep of an ion pair
[D+-A-] is expressed by35

Here,D is the mutual diffusion coefficient, which is expressed
askT (1/rA + 1/rD)/6πη by the Stokes-Einstein relationship.
Theksepvalue of 1.8× 109 s-1 calculated for MeCN by eq 11
falls within the range of above-mentioned experimental values.
As is seen in Table 3,ΦFI(0 T) increases with an increase in
ksep. This is mainly attributed to an increase inφsep(0 T), although
φSSRIPmay also increase with increasingεr.49 Both R(B)max and
Rm/(1 - â) values showed clear correlation withksep. The
R(B)max value increased with a decrease inksep, indicating that
the magnitude of MFEs due to the HFCM is mainly determined
by the relative magnitudes ofksep and kHFC. The Rm/(1 - â)
value increases with a decrease inksep, which can be explained
by the Noyes’ reencounter model; that is, the smallerksep

corresponds to the largerâ.31 More quantitative consideration
may be possible. In MeCN, whereksepis much larger thankHFC

(1 × 108 s-1), MFE due to the HFCM was hardly observed,
but a small magnitude of MFE due to the∆gM was observed.
This seems reasonable becausekST0(B) increases with an increase
in B, reaching 1.1× 109 s-1 at B ) 10 T, which is comparable
to ksep. In 2-PrOH, theksepvalue is smaller than that in MeCN
and comparable to or somewhat larger thankHFC.50 At B ) 10
T, whereksep is much smaller thankST0(B), a large fraction of
3SSRIP born in the T0 sublevel is converted to1SSRIP, which
immediately decays through backward ET. Thus, MFEs due to
both the HFCM and∆gM are expected to be observable, which
is consistent with the experimental results. Table 3 shows that
the magnitudes of MFEs in a mixed solvent of benzene and
DMSO (3:1 v/v) were larger than those observed in any single
solvent. It is likely that the preferential solvation51 of SSRIP
inhibits the separation to free ions in this binary solution,
because DMSO has a much stronger ability to stabilize ions
than benzene. Thus, the observed solvent effects on MFEs are
mainly attributed to the variation inksep with η and εr of the
solvents.

2.6. Heavy Atom Effects on the Quenching Pathways.
Heavy atom effects on ET reactions involving triplet excited
molecules have been reported.15,16 In these reactions, introduc-
tion of a heavy atom into the donor or acceptor reduced free
radical yields because the intermediate with the triplet spin
multiplicity was partially deactivated to the singlet ground states.
In quenching of singlet excited states through the charge-transfer
process, heavy atom effects were also observed as an enhance-
ment of the intersystem crossing of1CRIP or1Ex* to give the
locally excited triplet state.3b,52 The acceleration of these spin-
forbidden processes has been explained by the spin-orbit
coupling (SOC).53 Since SOC is a short-range interaction, the
presence of a heavy atom affects the decay processes of CRIP

or Ex* more markedly than those of SSRIP. Kikuchi et al.
utilized the heavy atom effects as diagnostic for the intermediacy
of 1Ex* in the ET reactions involving the singlet excited states.3b

To clarify whether 3CRIP or 3Ex*54 is formed as an
intermediate in the reactions of3(2-X)MPTZ* with A in 2-PrOH,
we examined the quenching of3MPTZ* with acceptors contain-
ing a Br atom. As is shown in Table 4, theΦFI values for the
Br-substituted acceptors (runs 11B and 5B) were lower than
those for the corresponding F-substituted or unsubstituted
acceptors (runs 11 and 5, respectively). Although the absolute
values ofΦFI for runs 8 and 8B were not obtained due to the
overlap of the absorption bands of MPTZ•+ and (Br)DMTP•-,
comparison of the transient absorbance assigned to the free ions
indicated that theΦFI value for run 8B was smaller than that
for run 8. The decrease inΦFI by introduction of a Br atom can
be attributed to decrease inφSSRIP due to the SOC-induced
deactivation of3CRIP to the singlet ground states (process c).
It is likely that theφsep values for the SSRIPs containing Br
atoms (runs 5B, 8B, and 11B) are almost the same as those for
the corresponding SSRIPs with no Br atom (runs 5, 8, and 11),
because the effect of the SOC interaction in SSRIPs are small,
as mentioned before. Thus, the observation of heavy atom effects
revealed that the geminate3SSRIP is formed at least partially
through the solvation of3CRIP (process b).

It has been reported for ET quenching of a molecule in a
singlet excited state that large heavy atom effects have been
observed only at low exergonicity (∆GET > -0.4 eV) where
the primary product is not a1SSRIP but a1CRIP.3 In the present
case, however, runs 11B, 5B, and 8B whose exergonicities were
higher than the above criterion (see Table 4) showed significant
heavy atom effects, in contrast to the singlet quenching. At the
present state, we cannot discuss∆GET dependence of heavy
atom effects, because we examined only three reactions whose
∆GET values change only by 0.3 eV. Although the origin of
the difference between the quenching of3MPTZ* and the ET
quenching in the singlet manifold is unclear, solvation of3CRIP
by 2-PrOH might be much slower than the SOC-induced back
charge-transfer, or the primary quenching product might be3Ex*
with large resonance stabilization. In MeCN, theΦFI values for
the Br-substituted acceptors were higher than those observed
in 2-PrOH. Becauseksolv in MeCN is probably larger than that
in 2-PrOH, 3CRIP gives 3SSRIP more efficiently than in
2-PrOH. Furthermore, the contribution of direct formation of
3SSRIP through long-distance ET (process d) in MeCN may
be larger than in 2-PrOH.

Comparison of runs 11B and 5B suggests that the SOC-
induced deactivation with BrF4BN is more effective than that

TABLE 4: Reduction Potentials (ERed) of the Acceptors (A)
in MeCN and ∆GET, kq, and ΦFI for the Reactions of
3MPTZ* with A in 2-PrOH at 293 K

run A Ered/Va ∆GET/eV
kq/109

M-1 s-1 ΦFI
b

11 F5BN -2.02c -0.395 3.3 0.26 (0.97)
11B BrF4BN -1.60c -0.815 4.3 ∼0 (0.26)
5 p-DCNB -2.02d -0.395 4.6 0.71 (0.93)
5B BrDCNB -1.73c -0.685 5.0 0.34 (NAe)
8 DMTP -2.095d -0.32 3.4 NAf

8B BrDMTP -1.89c -0.525 4.2 NAf

a Versus ferrocene.b The estimated error is(0.05. The values in
parentheses are obtained in MeCN.c Determined by normal pulse
voltammetry. The estimated error is(10 mV. d Determined by cyclic
voltammetry. The estimated error is(5 mV. e Not available because
of the instability of A•-. See ref 59.f Not available due to the overlap
of the absorption spectra of D•+ and A•-. Relatively,ΦFI (run 8) >
ΦFI (run 8B).ksep) DrC/[RAD

3{exp(rC/RAD) - 1}] (11)
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with BrDCNB, although either of the acceptor molecules
contains one Br atom. According to Steiner et al.,12,52 the
probability of SOC-induced spin-forbidden backward ET is
proportional to the spin density at the heavy atom. UB3LYP/
6-31+G(d)//UHF/3-21G calculations showed that the absolute
value of spin density at the Br atom in BrF4BN•- (0.013) is
higher than that in BrDCNB•- (0.001), which can explain the
larger heavy atom effect for run 11B than that for run 5B.

2.7. Kinetic Behaviors of3CRIP and Evaluation of OSSRIP.
As was discussed in the previous sections, both3CRIP and
3SSRIP were involved in ET from3(2-X)MPTZ* to A in
2-PrOH. In ET reactions with singlet precursors (Scheme 1A),
it has been discussed which (or both) of processes C and
F contributes the geminate deactivation to the ground states,
and experimental determination ofkg and kBET has been
attempted.4d,g,5,6a,25b

In the present ET reactions, the kinetic behaviors of3CRIP
and3SSRIP cannot be observed directly, but they are considered
to be reflected inφSSRIP andφsep, respectively. The results of
the MFEs provide information on a plausible range of theφSSRIP

value as follows. On the basis of the theory of the∆gM (section
2.2), if we assume that the asymptotic value ofY∆gM(B) is 2/3
at B f ∞, we get an inequality,2/3 < φsep(B) < 1 at a range of
0 < B e 10 T. Substitution of eq 3a to this inequality gives a
possible range ofφSSRIPasΦFI(B)max < φSSRIP< ΦFI(10 T) ×
3/2, where ΦFI(B)max denotes the maximal value ofΦFI(B)
and equalsΦFI(0 T) × R(B)max. From this relationship, 0.54<
φSSRIP< 0.74 and 0.84< φSSRIP< 1.0 were obtained for run 1
and run 10, respectively. As for other reactions, the estimated
ranges ofφSSRIP fall between the ranges for runs 1 and 10.
Although more accurateφSSRIPvalues cannot be obtained at the
present stage, it is likely thatφSSRIPvalues in some reactions,
e.g., run 1, are less than unity. This result suggests that a part
of 3CRIP should be deactivated to the ground-state instead of
being solvated to give3SSRIP even in the reactions with the
acceptors having no Br atom. When the driving force of ET is
very large as in run 1, long-distance ET may take place to give
3SSRIP directly to increaseφSSRIP.55 However, theφSSRIPvalue
for run 10 is estimated to be higher than that for run 1, indicating
that the contribution of process d is not large. The larger number
of cyano groups in TCNB than that inm-DCNB may cause a
larger magnitude of SOC. Alternatively, even if the effective
magnitudes of SOC are the same for runs 1 and 10, the smaller
energy gap for run 1 may induce the faster deactivation.56

3. Conclusion

The present study has clearly demonstrated that investigation
of MFEs on free ion yields (ΦFI) provides unique information
on quenching mechanism of excited molecules by various
quenchers, especially on dynamic behaviors of intermediates.
In the quenching of3(2-X)MPTZ* by the electron acceptors in
2-PrOH, the reaction pathways are represented by Scheme 1B,
which are qualitatively similar to those reported for bimolecular
ET reactions with singlet precursors in polar solvents (Scheme
1A). Two kinds of geminate radical ion pairs,3CRIP and
3SSRIP, are sequentially formed as the intermediates. In the
quenching by the Br-substituted acceptors, a significant fraction
of 3CRIP was deactivated to the singlet ground states (process
c) due to the large magnitude of SOC, decreasing the efficiency
of formation of SSRIP (φSSRIP). In the quenching by acceptors
having no heavy atom, this process had only minor contribution.
SSRIP decayed through the separation to free ions (processes
g and G) and the backward ET in the singlet channel (process

F). The T-S conversion of SSRIP (process e) was affected by
magnetic fields to cause MFEs onΦFI. The kBET values of
1SSRIP were estimated to beg1 × 109 s-1 even in the highly
exergonic cases (∆GBET ∼ -2.4 eV), which is larger thanksep

andkST0. As a result, the relative magnitudes ofksep, kHFC, and
k∆g mainly determines which mechanism and what magnitude
of MFEs are observed. The effects of viscosity and polarity of
solvents onksepis clearly brought out in the MFE experiments.

4. Experimental Section

4.1. Materials. MeOH, EtOH, 2-PrOH (Cica-Merck, HPLC
grade), MeCN (Uvasol, spectroscopic grade), and 1-BuOH
(Kanto Chemicals, analytical grade) were used as solvents for
laser flash photolyses without further purification. MPTZ,
1,2,4,5-tetracyanobenzene (TCNB), and dicyanobenzenes (o,m,p-
DCNB, F4DCNB) were recrystallized from EtOH. Dimethyl
terephthalate (DMTP) and methyl 4-cyanobenzoate (MeCNBz)
were recrystallized from C6H6-hexane. Pentafluorobenzonitrile
(F5BN) (Tokyo Kasei, Co, 99%) and 4-bromo-2,3,5,6-tetrafluo-
robenzonitrile (BrF4BN) (Aldrich) were used as received.N,N′-
Dihexylpyromellitdiimide (PI) was obtained in a previous
work.44c Perchlorate salts of radical cations of MPTZ and
2-ClMPTZ were prepared by the method of Fujita and Yamau-
chi.57 2-MeOMPTZ•+ was generated in situ by addition of a
known amount of 2-ClMPTZ•+(ClO4

-) to a solution of an excess
amount of 2-MeOMPTZ in anhydrous CH2Cl2 for the measure-
ments of visible and EPR spectra. The radical anions of the
acceptors were prepared in MeCN by the reported procedures.44c

4.2. Steady-State Spectroscopy.UV-vis spectra were
obtained on a Hitachi U-3210 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence
and phosphorescence spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu
RF510 spectrofluorometer equipped with a quantum counter.
The sample solutions were degassed by bubbling with Ar for
20 min before measurements of the fluorescence spectra. The
quantum yields of fluorescence were determined at 293 K with
quinine sulfate (Φ ) 0.546)58 as the standard. The phospho-
rescence spectra were measured at 77 K in a glassy matrix of
EtOH-2-PrOH (1:1 v/v). EPR spectra were recorded at room
temperature with 100-kHz modulation on an X-band EPR
spectrometer (JEOL, JES-RE1X). The magnetic field and the
microwave frequency were determined with an NMR field meter
(Echo Electronics, EFM-2000AX) and a microwave counter
(Echo Electronics, EMC-14), respectively. Perchlorate salts of
MPTZ•+ and 2-ClMPTZ•+ were dissolved to dehydrated CH2-
Cl2 (Organics), and the solutions (3× 10-4 M) were degassed
by five freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The EPR spectra of radical
anions were recorded in MeCN immediately after preparation.
The microwave power was 0.8 mW.

4.3. Electrochemistry.Cyclic voltammetry was carried out
for each sample [(2-5) × 10-4 M] in dehydrated MeCN
(Organics) or 2-PrOH containing 0.1 MnBu4NBF4 as the
supporting electrolyte under an Ar atmosphere with a BAS CV-
1B voltammetry controller. Normal pulse voltammetry was
performed with a potentiostat (Hokuto Denko, HA-501) con-
trolled by a function generator (Nippon Filcon, JJ-JOKER E-1)
with a step height of 10 mV, a pulse width of 40 ms, and a
pulse interval of 1 s under an Ar atmosphere. Glassy carbon,
Pt wire, and Ag/Ag+ were used as working, counter, and
reference electrodes, respectively. Ferrocene was used as an
internal standard.

4.4. Laser Flash Photolyses.All the measurements were
carried out at 293 K. Each of the sample solutions was bubbled
with nitrogen gas before and during experiments. The solution
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flowed through a quartz cell. The magnetic fields of 0-1.7 and
0-10 T were generated by a Tokin SEE-10W electromagnet
and an Oxford 37057 superconducting magnet, respectively. The
third (355 nm) harmonic of a Quanta-Ray GCR-103 Nd:YAG
laser was used as excitation light. The bimolecular quenching
rate (kq) and the lifetime of3(2-X)MPTZ* in the absence of
acceptor (τT) were determined by Stern-Volmer plots in a
concentration range of 3× 10-4 to 1.5 × 10-3 M for each
acceptor. For measurements of transient absorption spectra
and MFEs, the concentrations of MPTZ, 2-ClMPTZ, and
2-MeOMPTZ were 1× 10-3, 3 × 10-4, and 7× 10-4 M,
respectively. The initial concentration of3(2-X)MPTZ* gener-
ated by a laser pulse was about 1× 10-5 M. A concentration
of 1 × 10-3 M was used for each of the acceptors except for
TCNB (5 × 10-4 M). Under these conditions, most of3(2-X)-
MPTZ* (g95%) reacted with the acceptor. On excitation of
2-ClMPTZ, an irreversible reaction was found to occur. In the
reactions with the Br-containing acceptors, the radical anions
were unstable.59 For these cases, the sample solution was
subjected to only one laser pulse.

4.5. Determination of ΦFI. For each sample solution
containing (2-X)MPTZ (D) and an acceptor (A),A(t) curves
were recorded every 5 nm in 365-600 nm. The obtained time-
resolved transient spectra (t ) 30-1900 ns) were analyzed with
PCPro-K60 based on the following kinetic scheme, where the
steady-state condition was assumed for CRIP and SSRIP.

The least-squares fitting afforded the rate constants and the
calculated component spectra of3D* [ AT(λ)] and radical ions
[ARI(λ)], which is 1:1 superposition of the spectrum of D•+ and
that of A•-. The free ion yield (ΦFI) can be obtained by

whereεRI(λ1) and εT(λ2) are the molar extinction coefficients
of the radical ions and3D*, respectively. The following values
were used: for MPTZ,εRI(515) ) 9.7 × 103, εT(465)22 )
2.3 × 104; for 2-ClMPTZ, εRI(525) ) 1.0 × 104, εT(475) )
2.1 × 104; for 2-MeOMPTZ, εRI(570) ) 1.13 × 104,
εT(485) ) 2.3 × 104 M-1 cm-1. The εT values of 2-XMPTZ
were determined by comparison of the T-T absorption intensity
at the maximum wavelength with that of the 2-PrOH solution
of MPTZ with the identical optical density at 355 nm on
excitation with the same laser intensity. The quantum yields
for the intersystem crossing were assumed to be the same as
that of MPTZ.

4.6. TREPR Spectrometry. TREPR measurements were
carried out at room temperature on an X-band pulsed EPR
spectrometer (JEOL, RSV2000) in a continuous wave mode
without field modulation. The time profiles of transient signal
intensities were accumulated for a delay time of 0-3.5µs after
excitation at each magnetic field using a computer-controlled
system. The microwave power was 2-5 mW. Each of the
sample solutions was deaerated by bubbling with nitrogen gas
and flowed through a quartz flat or cylindrical cell with a flow
rate of ca. 1.5 cm3 min-1. The sample was excited with the
third harmonic (355 nm) of a Quanta-Ray GCR-3 Nd:YAG laser
with a repetition rate of 30 Hz. The concentration of MPTZ
and the acceptor were 1× 10-3 M except for TCNB (5× 10-4

M) and PI (7× 10-4 M).

4.7. Quantum Chemical Calculations.The spin densities
of the radical anions were calculated by single-point hybrid DFT
methods (UB3LYP) with the basis set of 6-31+G(d) for H, C,
and N, 6-311+G(d) for Br, and 6-31+G† for F using the
geometries optimized at UHF/3-21G level. The spin density of
each atom was obtained by the Mulliken’s population analysis.
For the check of validity of these calculations, the same level
of calculations was also carried out for the radical anion of
benzonitrile. The calculated isotropic Fermi contact HFC values
were a13C(CtN) ) -0.541 (0.612),aN ) 0.273 (0.215),
aH(o) ) -0.387 (0.363),aH(m) ) 0.025 (0.030), andaH(p) )
-0.969 (0.842) mT, which reproduced the experimental values
(shown in parentheses61) rather well. These calculations were
carried out with Gaussian 98 program62 on a Fujitsu VPP700E
supercomputer at RIKEN. The AM1 calculations were carried
out with WinMOPAC ver. 1.
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